Committee Meeting
10/21/20
● Present
○ Karen Anderson-Scott
○ Franklyn Baker
○ Leland Sampson
○ Aleithea Warmack
○ Chijioke Akamigbo
○ Michael Summers
○ Roberta Gill
○ Emily Angel
○ Joan Bellistri
○ Tamar Sarnoff
○ Brenda Gruss
○ Shelly Mintz
● Upcoming Forums
○ 10/28 - ECON and Food, 6pm
■ Unemployment insurance and application for benefits
■ Spanish has been pushed back
● Difficulty securing Spanish presenters
● Legal Aid has offered platform - Nov. 4th or 18th, likely the
18th
● If anyone has suggestions for presenters pass on
● Print materials
○ Unemployment guide has been made into article series on People’s Law
○ Should be linked in presentation for tonight’s forum
○ Condensed version of the info needed
○ Similar conversation regarding life and health planning materials
■ Will be trying to get that material on people’s law
○ Consumer protection
■ They are pooling together debt management information in the form
of a word document
■ That committee has discussed creating and managing a website, or
coming to PLL to post the information on PLL
● Even so they would need a partner to host it, can’t be hosted
on AG
■ Also considering creating a manual - looks less likely
■ Not clear when it will actually make its way over to us

○ Need to have a broader discussion with the task force to determine how
long all these things will be housed, published, etc. outside the “end-date”
of the task force
■ What is the shelf-life? Will it exist in perpetuity
■ In theory the pages could be hosted forever, not certain about
practicalities
○ The unemployment pages on people’s law are intended to exist in
perpetuity to be updated with current info
● LHP Manual
○ Will confirm time-table for the resources
● PREC 10/29 - 2:30
○ One of the topics will be regarding point of entry
● Questions/Comments/Suggestions
○ Still need to consider the means to get this info out to people who don’t
have tech
■ Limitations on money
■ Committees seem to agree, the real issue is just the print costs
○ Would a hard copy of these being available at court house law libraries be
useful?
■ Some people are scared of the computer, print versions might help
■ The libraries could be asked to print themselves
■ Libraries would be happy to have in all the formats they possible
could
○ Important that documents intended to be printed have dates on them
○ Next step - how to market forums after the fact?
■ Value in having them as a resource as much as they were live
presentations
○ Soon should have some youtube analytics from forums
■ Can use to figure out where to push
■ New social media from AG?

